February Dinner Meeting
FRIDAY, February 20, 2004

Holiday Inn Northshore
5300 W. Touhy
Skokie, IL
847-679-8900

DIRECTIONS TO THE MEETING
From the North on I-94 (Edens Expressway)
Take the Touhy Avenue west exit (#39A). The Holiday Inn is 3 to 4 blocks west on the right hand side.

From the South on I-90/94 (Kennedy Expressway)
Make sure that when the I-90/94 split you take I-94 west "to Milwaukee"; exit at Touhy Avenue west (#39A). The hotel is 3 to 4 blocks on the right hand side.

From the South on the I-294 (tollway)
Exit at Touhy Avenue east. The restaurant is about 7-8 miles east of the 294 expressway. The hotel will be on the left-hand side.

From O'Hare Airport on the 190 expressway/I-90 (Kennedy expressway)
Take 190 east to Chicago to merge with the 90. 2 miles down will be an exit for Harlem Ave. Exit on Harlem Ave. Turn left at the first street light at which time you will be heading north on Harlem Ave. After about 3 miles turn right on Touhy Avenue and the hotel will be 2 miles down on the left-hand side.

From the I-55 (Stevenson expressway)
Take the I-55 to the I-90/94 expressway west to Wisconsin (Milwaukee); take the I-94 after the split to Touhy Avenue west; then exit west on Touhy Ave. (#39A)

PARKING: Free

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM: 5:30 - 6:30 P.M.
(See Page 3)

DINNER 7:00 P.M.

Menu: Italian Wedding Soup; Citrus Spinach Salad with Tangy Brazilian Dressing; Choice of Tender London Broil with Mushroom Sauce; Spanish Rice & Tomato Florentine; White Fish Almondine with Rice Pilaf & Tomato Florentine, or Portabella Mushroom Ravioli with Tomato Florentine & vegetables; Carrot Cake; rolls & butter; beverage.

The cost is $28.00 to Section members who have paid their local section dues, members' families, and visiting ACS members. The cost to non-Section members is $30.00. The cost to students and unemployed members is $14.00. Seating will be available for those who wish to attend the meeting without dinner.

NOTICE TO ILLINOIS TEACHERS
The Chicago Section-ACS is an ISBE provider for professional development units for Illinois teachers. Teachers who register for the February meeting will have the opportunity to earn up to 4 CPDU's.

Dr. Charles Palmer, Research Associate, DuPont Textiles and Interiors, Waynesboro, VA

GENERAL MEETING 8:00 P.M.

Title: "Spandex technology — the science of stretch and recovery"

Abstract: Most spandex polymers may be generally classified as polyether-polyurethane-polyurea block copolymers. They are composed of crystalline hard segments dispersed in a matrix of amorphous soft segments. The dynamic interplay between the soft and hard segments determines the stretch and recovery properties of the polymer. The many compositional variables and their effect on polymer properties as well as the spinning process and its effect on fiber properties will be briefly reviewed. Macro- and microscopic properties of spandex fiber will also be discussed.

Biography: Dr. Palmer was born in Los Angeles, CA in 1960. He moved (continued on page 2)
many times before going to high school in Wilmington, Ohio, graduating from college at MIT in 1982, and receiving a Ph.D. in organic chemistry in 1987 from the University of Illinois. He has worked for DuPont since 1987 in the specialty chemicals department and since 1998 in the LYCRA® business. He holds seven patents.

FREE T-SHIRTS
The Hospitality Committee raffles one T-shirt at each monthly dinner meeting. The shirt has Chicago spelled out using the periodic table. So come to a monthly meeting and maybe you'll win one.

Congratulations to T-shirt winner Jay Jones (December meeting).

FRAN KAREN KRAVITZ
HOSPITALITY COMMITTEE CHAIR

JOB CLUB
The next meeting of the Chicago Section ACS Job Club will be held on Friday, February 20 at the Holiday Inn Northshore at 5:30 p.m.—(Note time). The meeting will include a review and discussion of some of the fundamental tools that a chemist can use to conduct a Job Search.

The Job Club provides a continuing opportunity for unemployed members of the Section to meet with one another, share their experiences and develop a network that may help in identifying employment opportunities. Bring plenty of resumes and business cards to distribute to your colleagues. Be prepared to talk about what kind of job you are looking for.

Several participants have received from TEI Analytical; poinsettias and monetary gifts from the Chicago Chemists Club; wine and while it will be a hard act to follow, an outstanding job for all those months that Shih turned over the gavel to Milt Levenger whose official role took place on January 1, 2004. Chair Shih has done an outstanding job for all those months and while it will be a hard act to follow, we know Milt will also do an outstanding job.

The tradition of collecting food for charity continued at the annual holiday party. Each member was asked to bring a nonperishable item of food to this dinner meeting. Again, about 500 pounds of food were collected and donated to the Loaves and Fishes Community Pantry for distribution. This matches our collection from last year. The Hospitality Committee would like to thank those Section members who participated in the 2003 food drive and made it such an outstanding success.

FRAN KRAVITZ
HOSPITALITY COMMITTEE CHAIR

ANNUAL HOLIDAY MEETING
The annual holiday party was held at Monastero’s Ristorante on Friday, December 12, 2003. There were about 103 people in attendance. This event was held jointly with the Chicago Chemists Club and Iota Sigma Pi. The speaker that evening was Dr. James O’Brien, Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield, Missouri. His topic was “Famous Mad Hatters”.

Raffle items included dinners from Monastero’s Ristorante and Stevens Steak House; gift certificates to Marshall Fields from Iota Sigma Pi; wine from the Chicago Chemists Club; a membership from the Chicago Chemists Club; monetary gift from Northup RTS; lip balm from Blistex, Inc.; gifts from NorthStar Credit Union, Stepan Company, Herbert & Adrienne Golinkin, and Kraft Foods; light-up bouncing balls from BP America; pens from TEI Analytical; poinsettias and additional raffle gifts from the Hospitality Committee.

In addition to the regular holiday program, Thomas J. Kucera was given the “Salute to Excellence” award by Susan Shih, Chicago Section’s ACS Chair at that time. This was a well deserved award for Tom who has done so much for our Section.

Something new was the changing of the gavel at the holiday meeting. In past years the Section operated on an academic year instead of a calendar year. When the Section made a change in its By-Laws to a calendar year, Susan Shih had the role of Section Chair for eighteen months. That evening, Susan Shih turned over the gavel to Milt Levenger whose official role took place on January 1, 2004. Chair Shih has done an outstanding job for all those months and while it will be a hard act to follow, we know Milt will also do an outstanding job.

The tradition of collecting food for charity continued at the annual holiday party. Each member was asked to bring a nonperishable item of food to this dinner meeting. Again, about 500 pounds of food were collected and donated to the Loaves and Fishes Community Pantry for distribution. This matches our collection from last year. The Hospitality Committee would like to thank those Section members who participated in the 2003 food drive and made it such an outstanding success.

FRAN KRAVITZ
HOSPITALITY COMMITTEE CHAIR
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"CHEM SHORTS"  
For Kids

The Elementary Education Committee of the Chicago Section ACS presents this column. They hope that it will reach young children and help increase science literacy. Please cut it out and pass it on to your children, grandchildren, or elementary school teachers. It is hoped that teachers will try to incorporate some of the projects in this column into their lesson plans.

Stinky Chemistry

Kids, want to see how some basic chemistry can help go a long way with making good food? We'll bet that you have never tried cabbage, but this experiment might change that. First, never buy a cabbage that has yellow spots. Where does the yellow come from? Green vegetables have two types of chlorophyll molecules: type A is bright blue-green and type B is bright yellow-green. Together this makes green. But type A is fragile and will break down and fade if it gets warm. This leaves only type B, causing the yellow spots. The same thing happens during cooking. You have to cook this stuff very carefully in order for it to taste good (yes, it can taste good).

What happens when you cook, and especially if you overcook, cabbage can be envisioned by heating bubble wrap. Stack and lightly tape together some sheets of bubble wrap, about 12" by 12" squares. Using a variety of sheets that have bubbles of different sizes and colors helps the demonstration. Imagine that the bubble sheets are a greatly magnified cross-section of the leaf with a lot of cell layers, each doing different jobs. Some do photosynthesis, some metabolize, some reproduce. In between the cell layers are membranes that keep things protected (one chemical away from others) and also full of liquid ("solvated"). This is a very safe and ordered world, at least until the cook comes along and turns up the heat. The next step can only be done by an adult partner. They need to support the bubble wrap stack down on this with one or two pieces of tape). Use a hair dryer to heat the bubble wrap from the top and sides. As the wrap shrinks up imagine that, in the cabbage leaf, membranes are bursting, peptic substances are gelling, enzymes are unleashed, and pigments fade. After a few minutes, sulfur-containing gases are released that fill the air with a rotten egg smell. The chaos of this widespread destruction can be controlled, however. First, have your adult partner boil a large pot with a lot of excess water and then add 1 tablespoon each of salt (NaCl) and sugar (sucrose). Then put in some shredded cabbage.

Notice that as soon as the leaves are added to the hot water they get brighter in color. This is because the gases trapped in the cells are released, letting you see the true chlorophyll colors. Boil for only 2 minutes and drain quickly. If you go 5 minutes, leaked acids start to degrade all of the chlorophyll molecules, making the leaves gray, and sulfurous gases leak out and stink up the room. You can try one pot of each just to see (and smell) the difference. Using lots of water helps to dilute the acids that build up. The sugar helps to preserve the plant cells and keeps the leaves crunchy. We admit that adding something else after draining (maybe seasoned bread crumbs fried in butter) is pretty much essential for making this vegetable taste really good. Just realize that along the way some basic chemistry knowledge helped go a long way with ensuring success!

Written by KATHLEEN CARRADO

References:
All past "Chem Shorts": http://membership.acs.org/C/Chicago/ChmShort/kidindex.html.

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM

The College Education Committee is sponsoring an undergraduate research symposium on February 20 at 5:30 p.m. in conjunction with the monthly dinner meeting of the Section. The objective is to provide undergraduate researchers with a forum to share their work with colleagues from other institutions and Section members. The committee plans to present another such symposium in April. Presenters for the February symposium are from Loyola University.

CHARLES E. CANNON, CHAIR
COLLEGE EDUCATION COMMITTEE

NEW MINORITY AFFAIRS CHAIR

Allison Aldridge will chair the Minority Affairs committee as well as the Membership Affairs committee.

MILT LEVENBERG
Innovative Safety Meeting Ideas

Those of us who hold monthly safety meetings are always looking for ideas to make them more interesting, especially topics such as the annual or semiannual review of safety rules. Let's face it, reading safety rules in a meeting can be downright boring. Some time ago, one of our chemists used the Jeopardy game show format to present safety rules and other safety information and the meeting was very popular with the staff. Several other managers have also reported using this idea with similar success. Anyone have any more innovative meeting ideas to share?

Past ALMA (Analytical Laboratory Managers Association) e-News editions are available at the website http://www.labmanagers.org/.

If you have any comments, cost saving suggestions, opinions, etc. let me hear from you.

WAYNE COLLINS
wayne.collins@bpsolvaype.com

AWARD

Joseph B. Lambert, Professor of Chemistry, Northwestern University, received the 2003 Harry & Carol Mosher Award from the ACS Santa Clara Valley Section in January 2004.

This award was established in 1980 by the Santa Clara Section to recognize and encourage outstanding work in chemistry, to advance chemistry as a profession, and to recognize service to the ACS.

Dr. Lambert's research at Northwestern has included the areas of organic reaction mechanisms, organosilicon and organotin chemistry, NMR, conformational analysis, and archaeological chemistry.

He has received numerous awards for his excellence in teaching and for his contributions to the field of chemistry. He has served on the editorial board of a number of acclaimed journals and founded the Journal of Physical Organic Chemistry, of which he continues to be editor-in-chief. He is also a past chair of the ACS Division of the History of Chemistry.

Congratulations Joe!

REGISTER TO ATTEND MONTHLY SECTION MEETINGS
ON LINE
at www.ChicagoACS.org

Meet the newest member of the Rigaku family! ZSX Primus

The #1 Answer to ALL Your X-ray Needs

A proven leader in the X-ray industry, Rigaku continues its tradition of excellence, attention to detail and commitment to product superiority by proudly introducing its newest WDXRF family member - the ZSX Primus.

- Optimized - for your analysis
- Smaller footprint - requires less valuable lab space
- 30 µ tube - best light element performance in the industry
- Mapping - elemental topography / distribution
- Micro analysis - analyze samples as small as 500 µ
- He seal - sample chamber is always under vacuum

The ZSX Primus is the powerful solution for your analysis needs. Once you have used the ZSX Primus, you'll understand why it is the #1 answer to ALL your X-ray needs.

For the latest in XRF technology, visit our web site at:
www.RigakuMSC.com

See us at Pittcon - booth #1438
Members of the Chicago Section's Women Chemists Committee (WCC) are developing outreach plans for Chicago area section members and the community. These plans include a column in the Chemical Bulletin covering topics such as networking, career development, and vignettes of women in chemistry. This month's topic is on Alice Hamilton.

**Alice Hamilton: Pioneer in Industrial Toxicology**

Alice Hamilton, (1869-1970), was a physician, an industrial hygienist and the first female faculty member at Harvard University. She is most well known for her field work in investigating toxic hazards in the workplace during the first half of the twentieth century. Among her investigations were carbon monoxide poisoning in steel workers, mercury poisoning in hatters and lead poisoning amongst workers in several industries.

What led this pioneering doctor into these workplaces in the early 1900s? She had moved into Jane Addams Hull House and started a well baby clinic for the poor families in the local neighborhood. As she became aware of the health issues faced by these families, she began to search for the causes of these debilitating illnesses.

As a physician, she applied her knowledge of the byproducts of the industrial processes then in use and the effects of these byproducts on the human body to determine the specific causes of many workplace-related illnesses. In 1910 she was asked to lead the first statewide survey of industrial poisons in the state of Illinois. The results of this survey led to recommendations for workplace standards that would protect the health of the workers.

She later worked as a special investigator for the federal Bureau of Labor and made recommendations for safer working conditions in many areas of the chemical industry. Among the additional areas that she investigated were the toxic effects of aniline dyes, radium, benzene, tetraethyl lead, sulfuric acid and carbon disulfide as used and generated in many industrial processes.

Much of her time at Harvard was spent on these investigations as well as on writing two widely acclaimed textbooks. She later worked on these investigations as well as on writing two widely acclaimed textbooks. She later worked as a special investigator for the federal Bureau of Labor and made recommendations for safer working conditions in many areas of the chemical industry. Among the additional areas that she investigated were the toxic effects of aniline dyes, radium, benzene, tetraethyl lead, sulfuric acid and carbon disulfide as used and generated in many industrial processes.

Much of her time at Harvard was spent on these investigations as well as on writing two widely acclaimed textbooks. She later worked as a special investigator for the federal Bureau of Labor and made recommendations for safer working conditions in many areas of the chemical industry. Among the additional areas that she investigated were the toxic effects of aniline dyes, radium, benzene, tetraethyl lead, sulfuric acid and carbon disulfide as used and generated in many industrial processes.

Why should you know about Alice Hamilton? She was a woman who refused to let the overwhelming obstacle of her gender keep her from making major contributions to the health and well-being of the working poor. She was a scientist who made a difference.

**SUSAN SHIH, CO-CHAIR, WCC**

Topic suggestions and articles from our readers are always welcome and may be sent to either Susan Shih (Shihsu@cdnet.cod.edu) or Margaret Levenberg (mlevenberg@stepan.com), co-chairs of the WCC.

**PUBLIC AFFAIRS LECTURE**

In alternate years, we have for the past 15 years presented a Public Affairs Lecture, alternating with the biannual Public Affairs Award. This year's lecturer will be Dr. Sara Risch. Sara heads her own consulting firm, "Science by Design," specializing in work for major food companies worldwide. She will share some of her experiences, both as a food scientist and a proponent of bringing science to the public. As a member of the ACS Council Committee on Public Relations and Communications, she has worked with other experts in presenting food demonstrations to the general public.

So, mark your calendars for March 19. Additional information will be posted on the Section Website and will be available in the next issue of the Chemical Bulletin.

**JIM SHOFFNER, PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE CO-CHAIR**

2004 WILLARD GIBBS MEDALIST

It is my pleasure to announce that Professor Ronald Breslow, the S.L. Mitchell Professor of Chemistry at Columbia University, will be our 2004 Willard Gibbs Medalist. The medal will be presented to Professor Breslow on Friday, May 21, 2004 at a place yet to be determined in the Chicagoland area. If possible, please plan to attend. More information will follow in the near future.

**MILT LEVENBERG, SECTION CHAIR**

**Chicag o Chromatography Discussion Group**

**41st Annual Introductory Course in Gas Chromatography**

March 29 - April 1, 2004

Roosevelt University, Albert A. Robin Campus, Schaumburg, IL

Theoretical and practical laboratory training in capillary GC

Lectures and labs by outstanding Chicago-area industrial and academic scientists

**www.ccdg.org**

**micron inc.**

**ANALYTICAL SERVICES**

Morphology Chemistry Structure

- Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
- Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDS)
- Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
- Electron Probe X-Ray Microanalysis (EPMA)
- Wavelength Dispersive X-Ray Analysis
- Electron Spectroscopy (ESCA/Auger)
- X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
- X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)
- Thermal Analysis (DSC/TGA)
- Micro-Fourier Transform Infrared (MFTIR)

Micron Inc.
3815 Lancaster Pike
Wilmington DE 19805
Phone (302) 998-1184, FAX 302 998 1836
E Mail micronanalytical@compuserve.com
Web Site: www.micronanalytical.com
2004 DIRECTORY OF EXPERIENCE OPPORTUNITIES

Puzzled about where to find student work experiences in the chemical sciences? Then log on to the 2004 Directory of Experience Opportunities. There you will find more than 55 organizations that offer hundreds of internship, co-op, fellowship, undergraduate research, and summer work positions for students in the chemical sciences.

Printed copies can be purchased for $10 each by calling 1-800-227-5558.

SOME REMINISCENCES OF THE ACS CHICAGO SECTION: HISTORICAL NOTES

By HARRIET LIGHTMAN, Bibliographer, Northwestern University Library, Evanston, Illinois
—with ROBERT MICHAELSON, Head Librarian, Seeley G. Mudd Library for Science & Engineering, Northwestern University

In the late 1920's and the early 1930's, Dudley K. French (1881-1960), one of the founding members of the American Chemical Society's Chicago Section (ACS/CS), asked some of his peers to write down their reminiscences of the early years of the Chicago Section and, simultaneously, to write about their involvement in industry and research. French's intention, never completely realized, was to write a history of the section and, by extension, of chemists' role in the early years of Chicago business and industry.

The ACS/CS archives, in Niles, Illinois, houses the manuscripts that French received in response to his solicitations. Some of these manuscripts were published in whole or in part, in the pages of The Chemical Bulletin; others never saw the light of day. Yet these reminiscences are more than fascinating glimpses into the minds of the Section's founders; they also provide an intriguing context into which the present-day historian can begin to track growth and change in the world of Chicago's chemical industries.

There are edited reprints of two of the longer essays, neither of which was ever before published. Both of these essays are about industries that were central to the growth of Chicago: the milk processing industry, and corn products.

Here is Part I of the reprinted essay on the milk processing industry — with the footnotes. We will publish Part II and the essay on corn products in upcoming issues.

"Milk Processing Industry," by Edward Gudeman (1) — Part I
November 21, 1930

My Dear Mr. French:

I am more than willing to do the little I can to help make history of the Chicago section. (2) You have had such excellent reviews on this subject by the late Prof. Long (3) and our esteemed dean of our local section Mr. W. Hoskins (4) that there is little that I could add.

If you would specify or send me a series of questions I would answer to the best of my ability.

Most of my work was strictly professional of a consulting and legal character and it is very questionable to me whether this would be of any value today, perhaps only of historical interest to those chemist[s] who are in my class of "has beens".

It is 45 years ago since I became interested in milk, although it [was] even two decades before that time that I first made use of human and cows milk, exactly 66 years next January.(5)

At the beginning of this century the milk supply for Chicago was not good, to state it mildly. We had some few stations w[h]ere "Certified" milk could be obtained. This milk cost about double what the regular milk cost and was not as good as the common milk now supplied to Chicago.(6)

There was nothing as [far as] statu[t]es and acts that prohibited the use of preservatives in milk.(7) Formaldehyde being used to a tremendous extent[es].(8)

Some of the leaders in our profession, such as Professors Long and Haines were not against the use of formaldehyde, when used in small quantities.(9) But the trouble was that excessive amounts were used. To be on the safe side the milk producer, on [sic] the dairy, added some formaldehyde; the receiving clerk at the railroad station played safe by adding some to each can; the wholesaler did likewise and the retailer added a final dose. As a result, instead of getting milk preserved with formaldehyde, we really got formaldehyde diluted with milk. I have had many samples that contained enough formaldehyde to require only an analysis of taste or smell to determine it. It was due to the excessive amount used, that we obtained legislation prohibiting its use altogether. And I may say that this legislation was favored by Profs. Long and Haines.

Then we started in "Pasteurizing" [sic] milk and that is where I got into the fight. There is pasteurization and pasteurization. I fought for clean raw milk or "STERILIZED" milk. The method of pasteurization in use and legal for Chicago was what was known as flash pasteurization, heating the milk up to 140° F for 1/2 to 1 minute.(10) This I held was worse than no good, as it did not do the work required and gave a false security. I did not stand alone in this contention, being backed up by many of the local medical profession and outside authorities.(11) Many of the medical profession did not support me. The result has been that today we have an excellent milk supply in Chicago, both of raw milk and milk that has been heated at sufficiently high temperature and for a sufficiently long time to attain what the old flask[sic] pasteurization did not bring about. But also today you will find very few of the medical profession who do not allow sterilized milk, [and] in fact favor it. I believe that I helped bring about that condition. Those who are interested in this subject I would refer to the reports of the hearing before the Milk Commission of Chicago, to the State Senate Committee investigating the matter, 1908 to 1911 or to an article of mine in the Illinois Medical Journal April 1911.(12)

(continued in Part II)

Notes
1. Edward Gudeman was born in New York City in 1865. In 1887, he earned a Ph.B. from Columbia University. After spending two years in Gottingen and Berlin, he received a Ph.D. in chemistry, also from Columbia. He held a faculty position in chemistry at the Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art in 1889, and he was an instructor in chemistry at Columbia in 1890. From 1891 to 1900, he was a chemist and superintendent for sugar, starch, and glucose manufactories. In 1898, Gudeman came to Chicago. Two years later, he went into private practice as a consulting chemist, legal scientific expert, and chemical engineer. In addition to the ACS/CS, he claimed memberships in the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, the American Electrochemical Society, the City Club of Chicago, The Chemists' Club, and several other associations. He was also a fellow of the American Academy for the Advancement of Science (A.A.A.S.). Advertisements for his firm are a constant in the pages of the early years of The Chemical Bulletin [which was known as The Chicago Chemical Bulletin from 1914 until 1919]. Gudeman died of pneumonia in 1933.
Gudeman himself recounted some of his past achievements in a letter to D.K. French dated Oct. 17, 1931 (letter available in the American Chemical Society/Chicago Section [ACS/CS] archives, Niles, Ill.): “My connection with Chicago chemical and semi-chemical concerns goes back to 1892, although I did not become a resident of the City until 1898. I acted as a consulting chemist and chemical engineer to the Chicago Sugar Refining Co. a glucose and starch concern, assisting them in utilizing of what was called waste products, now valuable by — products, recovery of corn feed stuffs, corn oil cake and corn oil. I also acted for the starch factory at Hammond, Ind. Owned by the firm of Stein Hirsch & Co. assisting them in the manufacture of modified starches and dextrines and starch gums.”


(We wish to thank Elizabeth Aronson, an undergraduate student at Northwestern University, who helped obtain some of the biographical information in these notes. Ms. Aronson’s participation in this project was supported by a grant awarded under the auspices of the Residential College Program, Northwestern University; the grant was made possible by The Office of the Provost of Northwestern University.)

2. Gudeman’s opening sentence is a response to a letter French wrote to him on Nov. 3, 1930, in which French says: “As you may know, the Chicago Section is endeavoring to make more or less permanent the record of its past and in that connection, we wish not only the experiences and memories of the older men in the Section as to their own activity, but also wish to write the history as well of the different industries which have developed here. You can be of great help to us in both fields.” Letter available in the ACS/CS archives, Niles, Illinois.

3. John Harper Long (1856-1918) was, from 1881 until his death, professor of chemistry at Northwestern University; he was also Dean of Northwestern’s School of Medicine and Pharmacy. He was considered one of the founding members of the Chicago Section of the ACS, and it appears to have been largely at his urging that a charter was granted on March 15, 1895. He was elected treasurer in June of that year, and became president of the section in 1903.

A brief book was written as a tribute to Long. See John Harper Long, 1856-1918. A Tribute from his Colleagues, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL., n.d., which is a complete record of his life and work. There is also a very fine obituary in Chem. Bull., July 1918, 5, 126 Also see the biography in W. D. Miles, Ed., American Chemists and Chemical Engineers, American Chemical Society, Washington, DC, 1976, [vol. 1], 303-304.


5. Gudeman, writing at the end of November 1930, is attempting to be witty by referring to his birth date of January 25, 1865, when he first made use of milk. His professional interest in milk began 45 years before he wrote this short memoir, i.e., in 1885.

1885 is not a watershed year in Chicago milk history, though it does fall within a period when the issue of food purification in general, and milk more specifically, was assuming coherence. In 1874, the Illinois State Dairymen’s Association was created to “spread uniform standards of milk production” (T. P. Pegram, “Public Health and Progressive Dairying in Illinois,” Agr. Hist., 1991, 65, 38). More generally, historian Richard Meckel, while tracing the state of protest against the quality of urban milk in the 1830’s, sees 1875 as the beginning of a two-stage pure milk campaign. Stage 1, he argues, was the effort to guarantee chemically pure milk and protect it from “adulteration, dilution, and spoilage”. Stage 2, starting in the 1890’s, centered on efforts to “prevent or rectify the microbial contamination of commercial milk” (R. A. Meckel, Save the Babies. American Public Health Reform and the Prevention of Infant Mortality, 1850-1929, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, MD and London, 1990, 63).

Gudeman comments, in a roundabout way, on one of several grades of milk: raw, certified, and pasteurized. The “common milk now supplied to Chicago” refers to the city’s milk supply in 1930 which, in fact, was still not that good. See Milk Control. Government Regulation of the Dairy Industry in the United States Prepared by the American Municipal Association. Publication no. 57, Public Service Administration, Chicago, IL, 1937, which supports Gudeman’s vague point. In 1937, speaking of communities not as populous and important as Chicago, Milk Control reported, for example, that “…four out of every five communities with populations between 1,000 and 10,000 do not regulate the conditions of production or distribution of milk at all. Moreover, less than 40 percent of the milk consumed in such communities is pasteurized, where the average proportion in 1931 for cities with 10,000 to 25,000 inhabitants was 58.6 percent and for all cities over 10,000 was 87.5 percent.” (Milk Control, [p. 1]: Forward) The publication continued on to cite a 1931 study that noted that 47 million people in about 500 cities of over 10,000 showed an average of 88.7% (of the milk) came from tuberculin-tested cows, as opposed to 68.1% in 1927 (Milk Control, 3, citing United States Department of Agriculture data).

Meckel, Save the Babies, is especially good on the different types of milks, see (continued on page 8)
which was raw milk certified as pure by regulations, and the complicated mingling of production, as does M. Okun, go's milk supply. J.H. Young, excellent discussion in J.H. Wolf, esp. p. 81 (pasteurized, sterilized or dye in the milk supply, while Meckel, esp. 50-65, provides the following summary of the work of city milk dealers. "He tells us that in 1906 there began an earnest campaign against adulterated milk, led by the Chicago Department of Health (see 46-47)."

Annatto dye is prepared from annatto seeds, and is still used as a yellow food coloring in butter, margarine, cheese and oils; it is not considered harmful, but can be used to disguise the presence of adulterants.

9. On John H. Long, see note 3 above. Prof. Haines was Dr. Walter Haines, who, like Long and Hoskins, was one of the founders of the ACS/CS. Dr. Walter S. Haines was a specialist in toxicology and the chemistry of food and drugs. His illustrious career included service with the Illinois State Food Standard Commission and the Illinois State Commission on Occupational Diseases. A professor of chemistry at Northwestern University from 1873 to 1876, he was later a professor at Rush Medical College. See J. McKeen Cattell, Ed., American Men of Science. A Biographical Dictionary, 2nd edition, The Science Press, New York, NY, 1910, 191.

10. Meckel, Save the Babies, 81, gives us the useful reminder that 'What we now call 'pasteurization' — that is, the process in which milk is heated to a temperature of approximately 145 degrees F (62.8 degrees C), held there for approximately thirty minutes and then rapidly cooled to below 50 degrees F' was perfected in the early 20th century. In the 1860's, he adds, Pasteur heated wine and beer to temperatures between 158 degrees F and 178 degrees F, thereby killing off harmful microbes. Also see Wolf, Don't Kill Your Baby, 61.

The first commercial pasteurization of milk and cream in Chicago was probably around 1901. See "Beginnings of Pasteurization in Illinois," Bull. Dairy Res. Bur., May 1, 1940, 17, 49-50. The

ACS SHORT COURSES

ACS Short Courses provide 48 state-of-the-art training courses in eleven vital areas of chemistry for chemistry professionals. Register for short courses in conjunction with the 227th ACS National Meeting in Anaheim, CA and for Pittcon 2004 in Chicago, IL in March 2004. For details, go to http://chemistry.org/shortcourses to view the ACS Short Courses Catalog and to register online. You may also contact ACS at 800-227-5558, ext. 4508 or at shortcourses@acs.org.
FORMULATE YOUR FUTURE
American Chemical Society
36th Great Lakes Regional Meeting
October 17-20, 2004
Peoria, Illinois
Hosted by the Peoria Local Section

Infinite Possibilities

☐ Interact with World Class Scientists
☐ Discover Cutting Edge Research and Technology
☐ Experience Local, Regional, and National Activities
☐ Benefit from Exceptional Resources to Enhance Your Professional Career

Multiple Opportunities

☐ Join us for Regional Symposia and Technical Program
☐ Participate in Educational Workshops
☐ Link up with Powerful, Established Networks
☐ Access Uniquely Sophisticated Professional Career Resources

The Catalyst for Success

☐ Abstracts Open: May 2004
☐ Registration Opens: August 2004

Symposia

The Future of Chemical Education in the Great Lakes Region
Polysaccharide Structure and Function
Agricultural Chemistry & Technology
Entrepreneurship in the Chemical Sciences
Bioenergy, Biofuels, & Biodiesel

Technical Sessions

Natural Product Chemistry
Organophosphorous
Biochemistry
Inorganic Chemistry
Undergraduate Research

Awards

Industrial Innovation
High School Teacher of the Year
“Chemagination”
Poster Session-Monday pm

Education

Teacher Education Workshops
ACS Short Courses
Grant Writing Workshop

Regional Employment Clearinghouse & Industrial and Academic Exposition

General Chair - Steve Cermak (309-681-6233; cermaksc@ncaur.usda.gov)
Program Co-Chairs - Vicki Finkenstadt (309-681-6469; finkenvl@ncaur.usda.gov) & Jim Kenar (309-681-6103; kenarja@ncaur.usda.gov)

http://membership.acs.org/g/glrm04

ACS SCHOLARS PROGRAM

The Scholars Program offers financial aid and mentoring opportunities to African American, Hispanic, and Native American Students. The deadline is February 15 for applications. For more information, go to the chemistry.org website and search using "ACS Scholars" as the keyword.

POP TOP RINGS COLLECTION

Instead of throwing away those pop top rings from your pop cans, please bring them to the dinner meeting so we can donate them to a program at Ronald McDonald House.

NEW CHEMISTRY EDUCATION MINOR

In the new edition of the ACS guidelines for ACS-approved programs, a new chemistry education minor was introduced. Also included were revised requirements for the chemistry education option. The new guidelines and application forms for the minor and the chemistry education option are now available from the Office of Professional Training by calling 202-872-4589 or emailing cpt@acs.org.

Toxicology Consulting

Medical Devices
Pharmaceuticals
Biologics
Risk Assessments

Product Development
FDA Registration
Quality Assurance
Regulatory Compliance

Northup RTS
Sharon J. Northup, PhD, DABT
783 Ridge Road
Highland Park, IL 60035
Ph: 847-579-0049 Fax: 847-579-0052
Northuprts@aol.com
www.toxconsultants.com
UNDERGRADUATES: COME AND COMMUNICATE ABOUT CHEMISTRY IN ANAHEIM!

The 227th ACS National Meeting will be held in Anaheim, CA, and Student Affiliates are invited to present their research and/or chapter posters during one of the poster sessions scheduled for Monday, March 29, 2004. In order to present a poster, the author must have at least a presentation title and his/her name published in the onsite abstract book for Anaheim. However, we do prefer a complete abstract—see guidelines in the website http://www.chemistry.org on submitting your abstract for the 227th ACS national meeting.

CHEMISTRY UNDERGRAD TRAVEL AWARD

The Chemistry Division of the Council on Undergraduate Research (CUR) encourages its members to nominate undergraduate students for a CUR chemistry travel award to present research results at the 2004 ACS spring national meeting in Anaheim, CA. Two awards of $250 will be offered on the basis of scientific merit, research progress, and financial need. Preference will be given to those undergraduate students who have not made a previous presentation at a national scientific meeting. Funds from the award may be applied toward travel, accommodations, and meal expenses. The faculty research advisor must be an individual member of CUR (for membership information, see www.cur.org). For deadline information and application details, go to www.cur.org/chemistry.html.

REGIONAL MEETINGS FOR 2004 IN PROGRESS

The 2004 Regional Meetings committees are gearing up for a busy spring season. The call for papers and online abstract submittal will begin shortly after the new year. All abstracts accepted for regional meetings will become part of the CAS databases, just as those for ACS national meetings.

The spring 2004 meetings include the Central Regional Meeting, June 2 - 5, Indianapolis, Indiana; and the joint Rocky Mountain/Northwest meeting, June 6 - 9, in Logan, Utah. Visit the ACS Office of Regional Meetings website to link with all the 2004 meetings for more details at www.chemistry.org/meetings/ regional/. Some very exciting programming has been planned; so plan on being part of it.

Do Away with Vacuum Pump Oil Mist with MV Oil Mist Eliminators

MV VISI-MIST Oil Mist Eliminator for Vacuum Pumps

- Removes oil mist from vacuum pump exhaust
- Coalescing filters drain oil into a reservoir for easy recovery
- Protects clean rooms from pump vapors
- Keeps oil residue from sticking to furniture, walls and floors

Vacuum pump oil mist contaminates the surrounding air, settles on surfaces and you breathe it. Eliminate this problem by installing MV oil mist eliminators on your vacuum pumps. It will save you time and money.

The high-capacity oil mist eliminator is made of stainless steel and is designed for large vacuum pumps. It measures only 10" dia. x 13.5" high. The coalescing filter elements remove oil mist at 0.1 micron with an efficiency of 99.999%.

The MV Visi-Mist eliminates oil mist and is designed for smaller vacuum pumps. Contact MV Products for the oil mist eliminators best suited for your requirements. They install in minutes and require little maintenance.

MV PRODUCTS

A Division of Mass-Vac, Inc.

247 Rangeway Road • PO Box 359 • North Billerica, MA 01862-0359

TEL 978-667-2393 FAX 978-671-0014 E-MAIL sales@massvac.com WEB www.massvac.com
TEAMWORKS 2004
TRADESHOW AND EXHIBITION
Sponsored by the Society of Cosmetic Chemists
For people working in the personal care, topical pharmaceutical, household product, and allied industries.

Wednesday, March 24, 2004
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center
Rosemont, Illinois (minutes from O’Hare Airport)

Plan now to be part of this important event! You’ll have the opportunity of meet suppliers from around the country offering the best of industry’s fragrances, surfactants, oils, emollients, extracts, specialty chemicals, polymers, various other additives, equipment, packaging, and services. You’ll advance your company and career with helpful insights you will gain from the in-depth seminars. You’ll renew acquaintances and make new contacts among the 1,000+ professionals in attendance. And you’ll enjoy the complimentary lavish hors d’ourves and other surprises. Best of all, this $50 value is all FREE when you pre-register!

Exhibition Hours 2:00 p.m. — 8:00 p.m.

Save time and aggravation when you pre-register today. Complete the information below and send to:

Teamworks 2004, SCC Midwest Chapter
376 E. St. Charles Road, Suite 5
Lombard, IL 60148
via Fax: 630/899-4140.
or email the information directly to teamworks2004@aol.com
Teamworks Hotline: 630/629-1402.

Name:
Company:
Address:
City: ___________________________ State: ____________ Zip: ____________
Phone: ________________ __________ Fax: ____________
e-mail:

Copy this form for your colleagues

THE U.S. NATIONAL CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD INVITES YOU TO APPLY FOR A COLLEGE MENTOR POSITION

College educators are invited to apply for a position as mentor for the U.S. National Chemistry Olympiad program. Duties during the three-year term include helping to conduct the national study camp for high school students held at the United States Air Force Academy located in Colorado during June 2005, 2006, and 2007. Generally, in their second and third year, mentors accompany four U.S. student competitors to the International Chemistry Olympiad (IChO). During the competition, the mentors will serve as members of the IChO Jury. The 2006 and 2007 IChO events are scheduled to be held in Korea and Lithuania, respectively. The ACS sponsors the U.S. National Chemistry Olympiad program. For more information, go to chemistry.org and search under the keyword, olympiad.
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February 10, 2004: Society of Cosmetic Chemists - Midwest Chapter meeting. For details, go to www.midwestscc.org or contact Angela Tabor at atabor@stepan.com, (847) 784-2040.

February 26 & 28, 2004: The 20th Annual DuPage Area Engineers Week program. Programs will be held on Thursday, February 26 and Saturday, February 28, 2004 at IIT’s Daniel F. and Ada L. Rice Campus located at 201 East Loop Road, Wheaton. For more information on the DuPage program, visit the program’s web site at http://www.rice.iit.edu/engineersweek/ or call (630) 682-6040.

March 1, 2004: Chicago Chapter Commercial Development and Marketing Association's joint meeting with Technology Managers Association of Chicago. Wine tasting and presentation by Dr. Larry Satek, entrepreneur at Satek Winery. Contact Ada Nielsen, NielsenC@bp.com, (630) 961-6276 or http://www.cdmaonline.org

March 7-12, 2004: The Pittsburgh Conference will be in Chicago. The exhibits will be March 8 through the 11th. For more information, call (412) 825-3220 or email at program@pittcon.org.

March 9, 2004: Society of Cosmetic Chemists — Midwest Chapter meeting. For details, go to www.midwestscc.org or contact Angela Tabor at atabor@stepan.com, (847) 784-2040.

March 19, 2004: The Chicago Section American Chemical Society’s monthly dinner meeting. The College Education Committee is also sponsoring an undergraduate research symposium prior to the monthly dinner meeting. More information as the date approaches.

March 24, 2004: Society of Cosmetic Chemists — Midwest Chapter Supplier’s Day, Teamworks 2004. For details, go to www.midwestscc.org or contact Angela Tabor at atabor@stepan.com, (847) 784-2040.

March 24-25, 2004: The Consumer Specialty Products Association (CSPA) will host the all new CSPA International Regulatory Conference at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington, DC. For more information, contact Michelle Pitkin at (202) 833-7305, or mpitkin@cspa.org or visit www.cspa.org.

March 28-April 1, 2004: The American Chemical Society’s National Meeting in Anaheim, CA.

March 29-April 1, 2004: The Chicago Chromatography Discussion Group will hold its annual Introductory Course in Gas Chromatography at Roosevelt University in Schaumburg, IL. For further information, please contact Eva Lopez at (847) 647-0157 or visit www.ccdg.org.

March 30-April 1, 2004: Information Quality Improvement seminar in Chicago sponsored by High Technology Seminars. Go to http://HighTechnologySeminars.com or contact Ben Marguglio (845) 265-0123 or benjm@optonline.net

April 13, 2004: Society of Cosmetic Chemists — Midwest Chapter meeting will be at the Café La Cave, Des Plaines, IL. For details, go to www.midwestscc.org or contact Angela Tabor at atabor@stepan.com, (847) 784-2040.